
Augintel’s user-centric approach to development 

means Augintel is intuitive and easy to use. But 

that is not enough for us. At Augintel, our 

comprehensive onboarding process is designed to 

guarantee your success. Augintel’s White Glove 

Onboarding has three key parts: the customer 

collaboration plan, our constant feedback and 

communication loop, and an assigned client 

success manager.  

Your Augintel experience starts with the assignment 

of a customer success manager. Our customer success 

team has walked in your shoes as former case 

workers, supervisors, or specialists. Your customer 

success manager is your single point of contact from 

initial planning through rollout and all the way to 

achieving maximum productivity. Customer success 

managers make sure that Augintel always speaks 

your language – whether that is understanding 

policies or laws specific to your state or 

understanding the unique phrases and acronyms of 

your organization. They work with you every step of 

the way to identify use cases, gather input on product 

functionality, and identify and resolve any issues. 

They will also help you develop champion users who 

can provide an additional level of in-house support. 

Customer success managers also monitor your 

support tickets to ensure a timely and complete 

response throughout your Augintel lifecycle. 
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Better informed decisions.  
Improved outcomes.



Closed-Loop Communications
Regularly scheduled communications start with kickoff sessions to introduce Augintel to the entire team, 

provide initial training, and ensure participants are aware of the multiple support vehicles available to them. 

This session is typically repeated several times to ensure all staff have access at a time convenient for them. 

Customer success managers hold weekly office hours for users and regularly schedule 1:1 sessions across all 

roles to gather inputs into product performance, product requests, and to help highlight use cases for the 

entire organization. A weekly customer success email summarizes this information for all users. And we keep 

your organization’s leadership informed with weekly progress briefings.  

“I love the way you do things. You are so transparent - you show us 
the data and we discuss it at every step along the way.”



Maryn Formley, Casework Specialist Supervisor

Allegheny County Dept. of Human Services

Augintel unlocks data that was previously difficult or impossible to get providing insights that result in more 

informed decisions, better targeted resources, and improved client outcomes. Our “white glove” approach to 

service ensures rapid and successful access to those insights across the organization. 
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Your customer success manager will work with you to develop your unique customer collaboration plan. 

The collaboration plan lays out the tasks and timelines for product configuration, on-boarding, and 

rollout. This phase typically spans the first 12-14 weeks of your Augintel engagement. During that time 

client sample data is run through Augintel’s existing language model to identify client-specific 

refinements. Augintel interviews client staff to understand practices, policies, and workflows. And 

customer data source integrations are built, validated, and tested for accuracy. It is during this time that 

client taxonomy is chosen and tested to ensure Augintel speaks your language.  

Customer Collaboration


